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Lasting images of 'Bella'
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film, "Bella," released
Oct. 26 in 31 markets
critically had
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a solid
'opening weekend, garnering
the second-highest per theater
average with $8,051 in ticket
sales at the 165 theaters, where
it played.
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goers, with similarly battered
and bruised families, will relate with so well.
After shedding her emo·,
tional pain, Nina tells Jose in
a warmly heartfelt way, "You
have a good family." Implicit
in her statement is that the
world they have revealed to
her helps her see a different
path vis-a-vis the excruciating decision she faces of
whether. to go forward with
her unplanned pregnancy, the
crux of the whole film.
'
As Nina's words kept echoing in my mind, I came across
an article about the recently
released letters from' Katherine Hepburn's estate, that led
off with this letter to New York
theatrical producer George C.
TYler that "suggests a young
aCtress that he 'might keep in
mind' for a part. 'She has had
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a variety of experience; " it the assumptions that have desays, and "she comes from a veloped since the Sanger, Hepburn and company's extraordigood family;' (New YorkTimes,
Oct. 30, 200n
nary success in changing the
cultural norms concerning orIndeed, like Jose io. Bella,
Katherine
Hepburrf had a dinary decisions on which the'
"good family;'
"
"good family" hinges .
As Executive Producer Sean
Her mother, also named
Wolfington of One Media
Kate, a good, well-intentioned
Group, has predicted, with the
woman, could never have forerelease of "Bella" "America's
seen how her crusade to proheart will turn tbwar'ds more
vide birth control to poor
women in urban centers would
beautiful and meaningful films
undermine
the "culture of that inspire our lives." And, I
might add, make us think about·
life." On the contrary, she beour ordinary'assumptions.
lieved the family - goodfamilies - would be the "bulwark"
against any' resulting promisMary Claire Kendall has been
cuity. And, Margaret Sanger,
who led this crusade, 'prom- a professional fiction and nonised that birth control "does fiction writer since 1986, ininot mean the interruption of ' tially as a speechwriter. She
has been published in various
life after conception."
'
"Bella" in its own quiet way venues, including The Washington Times.
is leading a crusade to rethink

